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CONTROL OF LONGITUDINAL COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR IN THE 
MUON COLLIDER RINGS * 

Wen-Hao Cheng, Andrew M. Sessler, William C. Turner, and Jonathan S. Wurtele 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

Berkeley, California 94720 

Abstract 

The longitudinal single bunch collective effects in a Muon 
Collider [I] ring are theoretically examined. The situa
tion involves an intense bunch, a short bunch, a small mo
mentum compaction, a rather large impedance compared 
with the stability threshold criterion, and a luminosity life 
time limited by muon decay to a thousand turns. Quali
tative descriptions of stability are given and a scaling law 
for the instability threshold is derived. Numerical simula
tion results for the impedance-related instabilities are aiven Q 

for two cases of current interest - a 250 Ge V x 250 Ge V 
demo~strati6n machine and a 2 TeV x 2 TeV high energy 
machme. The results of these simulations are in good agree
ment with the predictions of the scaling law and show that 
the longitudinal collective effects are controllable with a 
~roper choice of parameters (viz. rf voltage, rf frequency, 
hnear and non-linear longitudinal chromaticity). 

1 LONGITUDINAL BEHAVIOR 

A ring with a high degree of isochronicity (i.e. a small 
slippage factor 1171 = lpdC/Cdp- 1h21 = w-7 

"' 

w-s. where 'Y = 1/ ~.pis the particle momentum, 
and C is the circumference of the ring) is needed to satisfy 
the requirement of a short bunch with a practical rf system 
[1]. However, smalll171 implies small longitudinal Landau 
damping. Small ]TJI also implies that the static effect of the 
longitudinal wake force causing potential-well distortion of 
a beam is important. The longitudinal motion of the beam 
is one of the main concerns for a muon collider ring [2]. 

A large number of accelerator parameters enter into the 
description of longitudinal beam motion. Although each 
of these impacts the analysis of beam stability, the values 
of many of them are fixed by considerations that do not 
involve beam stability, and they are not available for ma
nipulation to improve the beam stability situation. Some 
examples of the fixed parameters are: beam energy, cir
cumference, peak beam current, bunch length, momentum 
spread etc .. However, there remain a few free parameters 
that can be adjusted for longitudinal beam stability. They 
are: _the lowest order and higher orders of the slippage fac
tor, r.e., 171,172. 173; the supply ofrfenergy per turn, eVrf; 
and the wavelength of rf, Ar f. Here, the slippage factor is 
expaned as 17. = 171 + 1728 + 17382, where 8 = dpjp. In 
this study, we use multi-particle simulations [3] to search 
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for a workable operation region in the parameter space: 
±171, 172, 173, (Vrf / Ar f). A key ingredient in these analyses 
is the choice of broad-band impedance model to describe 
the electrodynamic interaction of the beam with beam tube 
discontinuities. In this paper, we use a broad-band (Q = 1) 
resonator model [ 4]. The ring inductance and resonant fre
quency of the model are chosen by scalina [5] from the 
impedance budgets (inductance and loss fa~tor) that have 
been reported forB factories (PEPII and KEKB). The scal
ing takes account of differences iil circumference, beam 
tube radius and bunch length and yields an impedance that 
is representative of the state of the art for smooth beam 
tubes. To fit the impedance of existing machines scaled to 
the muon collider rings, we use the paramters of the broad
band resonator model: shunt impedance Rs(krl) = 18.8 
(2 TeV), 3.1(250GeV); Q = 1; and the resonant angular 
frequency Wr = 1 7GHz for both rings. The low frequency 

broad-band impedance of the rings is IZb'Jnl = w0 L = 
0.260, where wo is the revolution angular frequency and 
L is the ring inductance. The rf cavity impedance is also 
included in our simulations. We use Perry Wilson's scal
ing formula for the longitudinal wake function [6]. Ef
fects of Landau damping, potential-well distortion, nonlin
ear synchrotron oscillation, longitudinal microwave insta
bility, and also, intensity decrease due to mu-decay, are all 
included in the simulations. Since the muon storaae time is 

. Q 

typically only a thousand turns, the system is in a transient 
state. The choice of storage ring working point will be seen 
to depend on the tolerance for bunch lengthening and en
ergy spreading during the storage time. 

1.1 How isochronous? The value ofl1711. 

Simulations show that the most suitable values of 117f 1 
(when 172 = 173 = 0) are: "' 10-6 for the 2 TeV machine 
and"' w-s for the 250 GeV machine, which for reson
able rf voltage gives tolerable bunch centroid drift, energy 
spread growth, and bunch lengthening, compared to smaller 
171· This is simply because larger 11711 gives faster Landau 
damping, where the Landau damping rate can be approxi
mated as ri 1 = naw = n171woa0 [7]. Our simulations 
show that, the regime of 11711 ::; 117f I freezes the z-motion 
but engenders in the 8-motion a correlated growth of a8 

which quickly exceeds the lattice momentum acceptance·. 
The regime of 11711 ~ 117f I smears the wake field-energy cor
relation and reduces the growth of momentum spread and 
bunc~ lengthening. Increasing 171 further to 1171 1 > 117fl re
sults m unreasonably large rf voltage (to match the phase 



space) for acceptable bunch length and momentum spread. 

1.2 How much rf? The value ofVrf /Arf· 

Since increasing the rf gradient results in improved com
penstation of the variation of wake potential across the 
bunch, the problem of longitudinal behavior in the muon 
collider rings can be ameliorated by employing a large 
Vr f I Ar f. Furthermore, for a given v;. f I Ar f, the value of 
v;. f will be reduced by using a high rf frequency. How
ever, there are two restrictions: (I) width of the rf bucket 
needs to be large enough, where b..zbucket = Arf >> az; 
and (2) beam loading due to the rf-cavity impedance can
not be too large, where f BL (=energy-loss per particle per 
eVrf) is scaled approximately by 11>.;1 [6]. For the cases 
we have examined we find that aS-band rf <frJ = 3GHz) 
is a suitable candidate, compromising the requirements of a 
large v;. f slope, a large enough rf bucket width (b..zsep = 
10cm ~ 33a z), and a small enough beam loading factor 
UsL ~ 33%, obtained by numerical calculation of the 
energy loss of a Gaussian beam due to the rf cavity) [6]. 
Simulations show that one needs approximately 450 MeV 
of e v;. f for the 2 Te V machine and about 25 MeV for the 
250 GeV machine to suppress the large excitations of bunch 
length and bunch energy spread. The requirement for large 
Vr f / Ar f can, alternatively, be achieved by using two rf cav
ities. One cavity with higher frequency (X-band) provides 
large rf voltage gradient across the bunch (even if the cavity 
is overloaded), and the second cavity with lower frequency 
(S-band) supplies the beam energy lost due to interaction 
with impedance of the cavities and the ring [8]. Via this 
scheme, the total v;. f needed could perhaps be reduced. De
tailed examination is underway. 

1.3 Above or below transition? The sign ofrll. 

Simulations show that operation of the ring below transi
tion 'T/1 < 0 produces less bunch-lengthening and energy
spreading than operation above transition ry1 > 0. A pos
sible explanation is that when ry1 < 0 (> 0), the bunch 
tends to lean backward (forward) due to the potential-well 
distortion. The bunch tail thus experiences less (more) 
wake force generated by the bunch head. Consequently, 
the bunch tail lengthens less (more). Of course, this could 
depend on the impedance models, bunch length, and how 
bunch frequency spectrum overlaps with an impedance 
spectrum. Detailed discussions on the effect of negative ry1 

can be found in Ref. [9]. 

1.4 Effects of longitudinal chromaticity: ry2. 

The longitudinal chromaticity 'TJ2I'TJ1 introduces energy de
pendence into the synchrotron frequency in a way exactly 
analogous to the energy dedendence of the betatron fre
quency described by transverse chromaticity. Similarly, 
the transverse head-tail instability due to the transverse 
chromaticity has a longitudinal counterpart- the longitudi
nal head-tail instability (LHT) driven by longitudinal chro
maticity. The head-tail instabilities have no stability thresh-

2 

old [10]. Moreover, when 'T/2 f. 0, the rf-bucket is dis
torted and the phase space acceptance is reduced . The so 
called "a-bucket" appears when 'T/2 is larger than some crit
ical value. It is clear that the lattice design should have the 
value of ry2 minimized to avoid the LHT instability and re
duction of longitudinal phase space acceptance. 

1.5 Effects of nonlinear longitudinal chromaticity: 'T/3· 

It has been shown in a study of the transverse head-tail 
instability [ 11], that the nonlinear transverse chromaticity 
plays role similar to the varying transverse chromaticity 
(modulated by a synchrotron period), in which an otherwise 
accumulating head-tail phase is cancelled during the mod
ulation. Similar to its transverse counterpart, the nonlinear 
longitudinal chromaticity 'T/3, in contrasted to 'T/2. does not 
cause the LHT instability but contributes an incoherent fre
quency spread that provides Landau damping. Our simula
tions show that, 'T/3 can help decrease energy-spreading of 
the bunch, when ry1 ;;:;; 10-6 and the synchrotron oscillaton 
period is longer than the storage time. 

1.6 Effects of beam-beam interaction 

There are two longitudinal effects from the classical beam
beam interaction that could degrade the beam luminosity. 
The first is the hourglass effect for centered collisions, in 
which the luminosity decreases when a z grows at fixed (3*. 
This could occur when there is bunch lengthening due to 
microwave instability, or phase space mismatch. The sec
ond is the hourglass effect for longitudinally displaced col
lisions at the IP (Interaction Point). This could occur when 
there are bunch centroid shifts due to the potential-well 
distortion, rf phasing errors or injection timing errors [1]. 
Control of the bunch length and bunch centroid, described 
above, is therefore important to prevent these sources of lu
minosity degradation. 

2 SCALING LAW FOR THE LONGITUDINAL 
STABILITY THRESHOLD 

We examine the longitudinal behavior of 250 GeV x 250 
Ge V and 2 Te V x 2 Te V machines with a scaling law for 
the impedance threshold. The parameters essential to the 
scaling of the stability threshold are listed in Table 1. First 
we examine the scaling law for the energy spread (by using 
the low current matching condition): 

According to Table 1, we have 

a0 (0.25TeV) = 
18

.
7 

a0 (2TeV) 
(VrJII'Tf1i>-rJ) (0.25TeV) (

2
) 

(Vrf II'Tf1i>.r!) (2TeV) . 

If we keep the same energy spread for both collider rings, 
then the rf needed is scaled as 

VrJIArJ(0.25TeV) = (-1-) [I'Tf1I(0.25TeV)]. (3) 
Vrf I ArJ(2TeV) 350 I'TJ1I (2TeV) 



The Boussard-modified Keii-Schnell criterion gives us the 
scaling law for the effective threshold-impedance [4], as 

IZb11nlthe IX (Eie)i71IiaVIp. Since Ip IX Nlaz, we have 

/z61

;n/the (0.25TeV) = ~ [171d(0.25TeV)]. (4) 

l
z" In/ (2TeV) 6 171II(2TeV) 0 the 

If we increase I 711! by a factor of 35 for the 250Ge V ma
chine, then Vr f I Ar f needed (to satisfy the matching con-

dition) becomes a factor of 10 smaller, and IZb1 In! the a 
factor of 5.83 larger. If the ring impedance of the low en
ergy collider is below this threshold, then the wake volt
age no longer dominates the longitudinal dynamics, and the 
matching condition needs to be approximately preserved. 
The scaling laws, from Eqs. (1) to ( 4 ), are thus self
consistent. Simulations show that the longitudinal behavior 
of the 250Ge V machine is much easier to control. 

3 CONCLUSION 

Based on an estimate for the impedance and results of multi
particle simulations, we conclude that the longitudinal be
havior in the Muon Collider rings can be controlled to a 
level that the luminosity will not be significantly degraded. 
The parameters for the rings are presented in Table 1. Re
sults of simulation for the longitudinal behavior are shown 
in Figs. I and 2. 
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Beam energy E (Te V) 2 0.25 
Muons per bunch N (101:l) 2 4 
Circumference C (km) 8 1.3 
Bunch length a z (em) 0.3 0.8 
Bunch energy spread ao (%) 0.15 0.15 

Slippage factor 771 (10 -6 ) -2 -70 
Longitudinal chromaticity 112 0 0 
Nonlinear long. chromaticity 713 -0.1 -0.1 
RF energy eV..J (MeV/turn) 450 25 
RF frequency frf (GHz) 3 3 
RF phase-offset </>r f (radian) -0.32 -0.53 
Synchrotron period 1lvs (turn) 417.6 262.7 

Table 1: Nominal parameters of the Collider Rings and the 
paramters for the rf and 71 used in simulations. 
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Figure 1: Multi-particle simulation results of the phase 
space in the (a) 500th and (b) 1000th turn, for the (1) 2 
TeV ring and (2) 250 GeV ring. The initial distribution is 
hi-Gaussian in the phase space. The effect of mu-decay is 
included, the rf-cavity impedance and the impedances of 
a broad-band-resonator model are employed. Parameters 
used in simulations are shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 2: Simulation results of the excitation of bunch 
length and bunch energy spread for the 2 Te V ring and the 
250 GeVring, where D..az = azlaz(O), D..ao = aolao(O). 
Parameters used in simulations are shown in Table 1. 
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